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On June 30, 2014, the FCC’s Wireline Competition Bureau began a challenge process for price cap territories in 
Phase II of the Connect America Fund, with challenges due by August 14, 2014. This followed the release on June 
20, 2014, of guidance to assist with challenges to areas deemed eligible or ineligible for broadband subsidies in 
Phase II of the CAF. This guidance served as a preamble to a launch of the challenge process itself.  

The challenge process is part of the parameters set by the FCC to determine whether an entity is considered an 
unsubsidized competitor, what broadband performance metrics will be used to set thresholds for subsidies, or 
whether a census block is considered served by broadband and thus ineligible for Connect America Funds. As 
discussed in a previous Connected Nation Policy Brief regarding the challenge process for Phase I of the CAF, the 
opportunity to challenge determinations of which specific areas in the U.S. are served or unserved by broadband 
is a critical element of the success or failure of the reform of the Universal Service Fund. As part of the Phase I 
challenge process, over 80 broadband providers filed appeals regarding eligible service areas. For states where 
Connected Nation programs are collecting broadband availability data under the State Broadband Initiative (SBI) 
program, Connected Nation’s mapping, engineering, and policy teams worked to assist in reviewing and 
providing evidence with regard to 16 of those challenges.  

The guidance document released by the FCC is designed to assist filers in the challenge process, and enhances 
the challenge process used by the Commission during Phase I of the CAF. The guidance document addresses six 
primary issues: 

1. Best and final evidence system for challenges (i.e. – parties will have only one chance to submit evidence 

and arguments); 

2. A refined and expanded definition of the meaning of “served” by broadband; 

3. Definitive acceptance of “factual statements” from a person with knowledge of the facts as fulfilling the 

requirement that challenges have evidentiary support; 

4. Definitive acceptance of “porting analysis” as evidence; 

5. Direction on how and when to submit evidentiary data that can be considered confidential, 

competitively sensitive, or that contains sensitive consumer data; and  

6. Clarification that evidence by reference will not suffice in the Phase II challenge process, and that all 

evidence to support a challenge must be submitted to the FCC with the challenge itself. 

Challenge Resources 

In addition to the challenge guidance document, the FCC has also provided 

 A challenge process guide that the FCC states will walk parties through the process of filing and 

responding to challenges and answer frequently asked questions, which can be found here: 

http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connect-america-phase-ii-challenge-process;  

 A list of census blocks deemed eligible for subsidy under Phase II, which is available at: 

http://www.fcc.gov/wcb/SS20140414CAM411%20Support%20Locations.csv; and 

http://www.fcc.gov/
http://www.fcc.gov/wireline-competition-bureau
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2014/db0630/DA-14-942A1.pdf
http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connecting-america
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2014/db0620/DA-14-864A1.pdf
http://www.connectednation.org/sites/default/files/bb_pp/cn_policy_brief_-_caf_phase_i_map_challenge_process_12.3.2012_final.pdf
http://www.connectednation.org/sites/default/files/connected_nation_caf_phase_i_data_reply_comments_1_24_2013_errata.pdf
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2014/db0630/DA-14-942A1.pdf
http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connect-america-phase-ii-challenge-process
http://www.fcc.gov/wcb/SS20140414CAM411%20Support%20Locations.csv
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 A map of the census blocks deemed eligible for subsidy under Phase II of the 

CAF here: http://www.fcc.gov/maps/fcc-connect-america-fund-phase-ii-initial-

eligible-areas-map.  

Filing Process and Deadlines 

Parties interested in filing a challenge in Phase II of the CAF must use FCC Form 505 (which can be found at 
http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connect-america-phase-ii-challenge-process ) in WC Docket 14-93, and any 
challenges not using Form 505 will be rejected. Challenges should be filed using the FCC’s Electronic Comment 
Filing System (http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/ecfs2/), and should also be submitted in one of the two following ways: 

 By e-mail to Form505@fcc.gov, or by 

 Delivering “storage media containing the files” to Ryan Yates of the Telecommunications Access Policy 

Division in the Wireline Competition Bureau.   

Challenge filings are due by August 14, 2014. This date represents the end of a 45-day initial challenge process. 
Once the FCC has received all challenges, it will review challenge filings and issue a public notice listing which 
challenges are deemed sufficient for further review. This public notice will commence a second 45-day period 
during which interested parties will have the opportunity to respond to any challenges.                                                                         

Connected Nation strongly believes that sound policy decisions require sound data, and as a broadband 
mapping agent in the SBI program, Connected Nation takes its responsibility seriously and prides itself on the 
accuracy and comprehensiveness of its broadband data collection and validation efforts.  

Connected Nation constantly strives to make its maps as accurate as possible, not only by double-checking data 
received from providers but also by independently validating and verifying coverage through a number of 
processes, including on-site field validation and engineering assessments in many locations.  

Connected Nation believes that all parties will benefit from a challenge process that quickly engages state 
mapping agents who can then investigate the claims, perform further data validation tests where appropriate, 
and issue corrections based on the field tests and engineering certifications that the FCC is expecting to support 
any change.  

Connected Nation will proactively analyze the data released by the FCC on June 30, 2014, and will work 
collaboratively with all members of the industry and the public to assess and provide any feedback needed.  

This work will proceed alongside Connected Nation’s regular broadband provider data collection process that is 
leading to the submission of updated broadband availability information to the NTIA in October 2014. For more 
information, please contact your Connected Nation mapping contact, or e-mail Connected Nation directly at 
policy@connectednation.org.  
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